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Abstract

The concepts and techniques that underlie architectural analysis are well understood in the research community. However, many of these approaches do not incorporate uncertainty into their techniques. This forces the architect to specify precisely properties that are not well defined or to analyze the system qualitatively, providing an imprecise representation of the properties the system will exhibit. This paper presents a technique for analyzing architectural models that exhibit probabilistic behavior and discusses the systemic properties that can be identified through this form of analysis.
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1 Introduction

Over the past two decades a variety of techniques have been developed to specify and analyze the behavior of a system at an architectural level of abstraction. Such analyses are as diverse as identifying potential deadlocks between components, analyzing real-time behavior, detecting violations in security flow policies, discovering performance bottlenecks, and guaranteeing conformance of a system’s architecture to an architectural style or product line framework.

One of the important challenges for architecture analysis is appropriately handling uncertainty. Uncertainty can arise in a variety of ways. Parts of the system or its environment may be outside the control of the system designer. The exact behavior or properties of architectural elements may not be known at the time of architectural design since they depend on detailed design decisions that will occur later. Or, to manage complexity the architect may use a high level of modeling within which the precise behavior must be abstracted.

Today there are typically two general-purpose alternatives for dealing with uncertainty in architectural models. One, you can pick a representative model and behavior and hope that later elaborations do not violate those assumptions. For example, you might posit a certain specific reliability of a server and perform analysis based on that assumption. Two, you can use nondeterminism to retain flexibility (and abstraction). By leaving the behavior unconstrained you allow for later refinement. For example, your model might specify that a server can fail nondeterministically.

Unfortunately, neither of these alternatives is adequate. For the first approach, invalid assumptions can render further analysis useless or require expensive re-analysis and design at a later date. For the second approach, analyses must necessarily be conservative (since behavior is largely unconstrained), requiring the architect to address problems that may not actually occur or that will occur so infrequently that they need not occupy center stage.

In this paper we explore a third alternative: make uncertainty explicit and quantitative. That is, we associate specific numerical measures of uncertainty with behavior. This is done through the use of an existing probabilistic behavior specification language, coupled with tools to check properties of such specifications. In particular, we address three questions: How can we incorporate probabilistic behavior into architectural specifications? What kind of architecturally-relevant properties can be checked over these specifications? How can tools be leveraged to provide automated assistance with this analysis?

In the remainder of this paper we summarize our initial results in answering these questions and illustrate the ideas in terms of a small case study. We begin by addressing the shortcomings of current architectural analysis techniques, highlight the key characteristics of an appropriate analysis technique in light of the three questions above, and discuss our approach and the broader conclusions to be drawn from this research.
2 Motivation

To illustrate the issues associated with modeling uncertainty at an architectural level of abstraction, consider a simplified version of a web search engine server cluster, consisting of a load balancing machine and a number of web server machines (The basis for this model is the Google server cluster architecture as described in [BDH03].). The architecture of the system is illustrated in Figure 1. Following a client-server architectural style, the load balancer receives search requests from the users and assigns them to the web servers to be processed. However, in this system web servers are known to be unreliable and can fail unexpectedly.

The example architecture includes two types of components and two types of connectors.1 The load balancing component receives a search request via the external connector to the user. It then forwards this request to a web server component via the internal connector to the appropriate device. For this example, as an architect we would like to be able to reason about the overall reliability of the system in the face of individual web server failures, the latency of requests in the system, and the average queue length for each web server.

Using existing architectural analysis techniques, we can employ one of the two traditional tactics discussed above. We may attempt to specify the explicit conditions under which a web server will fail, or even simply the failure rate of those servers. Unfortunately, the conditions that cause a web server to fail are based on a diverse set of low-level or environmental events. At the time of developing the architecture of the system, we would likely not know the details that influence these conditions, nor be able to predict their occurrence. This forces us to specify a possibly unrealistic set of conditions or values related to the failure of a web server, rendering our analysis less than useful.

On the other hand, we may choose to specify only the most abstract conditions that result in a web server failure and allow the model to fail non-deterministically. This forces us to neglect information such as the fact that we may know a priori that web server failures are relatively rare, even if we don’t know their exact failure rate. Under these assumption of unbounded non-determinism, we would also have to consider the possibility that all web servers may fail “simultaneously” as a reasonable outcome, even though the likelihood of this happening is extremely rare. In turn, this might lead the architect to design in special mechanisms to account for this possibility – likely with high development cost implications.

1For the purposes of this paper we focus on the dynamic architectural perspective, in which an architecture is represented as a set of components and the connectors among those components [SG96]. This perspective is primarily used to reason about the runtime qualities of the system, such as performance, reliability, etc. [CBB+03].
3 Requirements

Given the limitations of current approaches, outlined above, we argue that a better solution should include at least the following elements: First, the approach must support modeling at an architectural level of abstraction in order to understand the overall system behavior in terms of the key architectural design decisions (such as how to replicate servers, what protocols to use to detect failure, etc.). Second, to analyze the qualities of the system, we must be able to specify and verify architectural properties that explicitly capture the uncertainty inherent in the model. Finally, the analysis task is often too complex to be performed manually and hence requires appropriate tool support.
3.1 Architecture Modeling

To facilitate this form of modeling, the modeling language must allow the architect to capture the architectural elements of the system, to define its abstract behavior in terms of architecturally-significant events, to assign probabilities to those events, and to associate cost/reward values with the states and events of the model.

The key architectural elements to be modeled are the components and connectors of the system. Such elements can be modeled in a variety of ways depending on the level of detail and specificity required. In an architectural model many implementation details are abstracted away in order to focus on the key characteristics to be analyzed about the system. The modeling language must also support the description of abstract behavior. This can be done using any number of behavior specification languages, including process algebras, state machines, relational algebras, etc.

Beyond raw behavior, the modeling language must support the explicit description of uncertainty. Specifically, by allowing for probabilities to be quantitatively associated with the conditions under which architecturally-relevant events occur in the system, the architect has far greater control over specifying the behavior of the model. In turn, the increased control leads to improved accuracy of the analysis.

Finally, the language must support the architect in defining extra-functional attributes of the behavior and structure, such as latencies, power consumption, reliability, etc. These can be done, for example, by associating cost/reward values with events and states of the model. In terms of the search engine example, such attributes include the number of active web servers in a given state, the latency of requests in the system, and the power consumption of each web server in the system.

3.2 Property Specification

The property specification language determines the kinds of emergent system behavior that can be analyzed. In considering languages for this purpose, it is important that they can (a) capture the steady-state behavior of the model, (b) allow for the analysis of some property in the context of a specific state or condition, (c) support analysis of the overall costs/rewards, and (d) support the specification and analysis of both boolean and probabilistic properties.

**Steady-state behavior:** For many of the dynamic properties being analyzed, there is often an important difference between the behavior of the system during start-up and the behavior of the system in its steady state. In the search engine example, the average number of requests assigned to a web server will be significantly less during the initial steps of the simulation than after it has been running for a while. For many systems it is often more important to understand the behavior of the system without considering the effects of the initialization period. To handle this, it is important
that the property language employed be able to capture the steady-state properties of the system.

**Context-specific behavior:** On the other hand, it is often important to analyze the behavior of the system under certain specified conditions. In the web server example it may be important to know, “when a web server fails, what is the probability that it will be repaired before any other server fails?” Such properties attempt to hone in on particular circumstances under which a given property is significant.

**Costs and rewards:** When analyzing the dynamic properties of a system, as we are in the search engine example, it is necessary to be able to examine properties as they change over time. To facilitate this, it is necessary for the modeling language to allow the architect to assign a cost or reward value to each state or transition, but it is the property specification language that makes it possible for the architect to reason about these properties over the entire execution of the system. For the search engine example, the modeling language allows us to assign a cost to each state in which a web server is down, and the property specification language allows the architect to analyze the cumulative or average cost over an entire simulation or set of simulations. This form of analysis provides the architect insight into the global properties of the system that may not be directly reflected in its behavior.

**Boolean versus probabilistic properties:** In probabilistic modeling there are two types of properties that can be verified: boolean and probabilistic properties. Boolean properties are binary (true or false): they allow the architect to check whether a given property does or does not hold. For the search engine example, a relevant boolean property would be, “at any given time, the probability that all web servers are down is less than 1.00%.” While boolean properties are useful in many scenarios, in other circumstances we may need to know the specific probability associated with a given outcome. In reasoning about the search engine, for example, it may be important to know the probability that all web servers will be down simultaneously.

Figure 2 lists some examples of the kinds of above properties that can be used to express the quality attributes of the search engine. Both boolean and probabilistic properties are illustrated in these examples. For the reward-based properties, the rewards (i.e., extra-functional properties) defined in the model would be that all web servers are down and the amount of time that each request spends in the system. The reward-based properties for analysis allow the architect to understand how the value of these rewards change over the life of the system.

---

2Section 10.5 of the Appendix provides a more complete mapping of the quality attributes to the properties that can be defined by PRISM.
3.3 Automated Analysis

An appropriate tool to support this kind of analysis must allow the architect to evaluate the properties described above, scale sufficiently to handle realistic systems, and support the architect in analyzing the tradeoffs made in the architecture. Automated verification of property specifications is the minimal criteria for a tool to be applied to this form of analysis. The size of the model will vary widely, based on the level of detail included in the model and the size of the system being modeled. To make such analysis tractable, abstractions are usually required, but such abstractions should not alter the results or detract from the effectiveness of the analysis. The ability for the tool to model and analyze complex systems will dictate the effectiveness and accuracy of the results obtained.

In reasoning about a given architecture, it is important for the architect to be aware of the sensitivity points and tradeoffs being made. In turn, the tool should facilitate identifying these aspects of the architecture. In the search engine example, a key sensitivity point is the number of web servers used in the system. A system with too few web servers will not be able to service all the requests it receives, but a system with too many web servers will incur excessive costs. It is important for the architect to identify what the optimal number of web servers would be in light of the properties of the system. Ideally a tool would allow the architect to specify a range for the number of web servers in the system and to check properties for a representative sample of values in that range. The architect can then choose the value that optimizes business objectives.
4 Our Approach

Based on the criteria enumerated above, we identified the PRISM probabilistic model checker as a prime candidate for modeling architectures in the face of uncertainty. The language used to specify models in PRISM is similar to the Reactive Modules formalism as described by [AH99]. In this language, there are three primary types of probabilistic models: discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs), continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs), and Markov decision processes (MDPs). DTMCs behave according to the discrete probabilities of the enabled events in the system at discrete time steps. CTMCs assign rates to the events of the system and model how these events will occur over time. MDPs focus on modeling concurrency by combining discrete probabilities with non-deterministic behavior [KNP04]. All three types of model are based on the parallel composition of modules, and allow for the specification of finite-ranging variables and a set of events over those variables. As we will illustrate later, events are specified in terms of a name, pre-condition, post-condition, and probability [HKNP06].

To understand the runtime properties of the search engine example, we use a CTMC model. Figure 3 shows a portion of the web server module from this example. This module keeps track of the number of requests that have been assigned to the web server, updating it as requests are assigned to or returned from a server. The three events of the module represent a request being assigned to a server, a request being returned from a server, and a server failing, respectively. Rates have been assigned to the later two events, but not to

3Section 10.1 of the Appendix shows the full version of the model.
Figure 4: A sample reward from the search engine model, identifying the amount of time that all web servers are down simultaneously.

The load balancer module of the example is defined in a similar way. The interaction between these two modules is handled by synchronous events, such as the assignment and receipt of requests for a given web server. For these events to occur, the precondition provided in each module must be satisfied and the effective rate of the event is the product of the rates of the event in each module.

To capture the extra-functional qualities of the system we employ the reward structure mechanism available in PRISM. Figure 4 shows a sample reward from the search engine model. This reward associates a value of 1 with every state of the model in which all three web servers are simultaneously not active (i.e., all have failed). In a CTMC model the reward value of a state is multiplied by the time spent in that state. Thus if the model spends three consecutive time-steps in a state in which all web servers have failed the cumulative reward during that period is 3, allowing the architect to analyze properties about the total or the average amount of time spent in various states of the model.

PRISM allows for temporal logic properties to be verified against the model. These properties can be specified using PCTL or CSL, extensions of CTL that account for probabilistic behavior [KNP02]. Using CSL we were able to analyze the dynamic properties of the search engine example, including reliability and performance.

To illustrate, Figure 5 shows a representative set of the properties that can be verified against the model. The first of these properties analyzes the steady-state behavior of the model to determine the average number of requests that will be assigned to a web server. The second property verifies that when web server 1 fails, the probability that it will be repaired before another web server fails is at least 75%. The third property uses two rewards defined in the model: one tracks the cumulative time spent servicing requests, and the other tracks the total number of requests serviced.

---

Section 10.2 of the Appendix shows the complete set of rewards defined for the model.

PCTL properties are applied to DTMCs and MDPs, while CSL properties are applied to CTMCs.

Section 10.3 of the Appendix shows the full set of properties defined for the model.
Figure 5: A sample of the properties used to analyze the web server model.

Figure 6: A sample of the output provided when verifying a property.

to determine the average latency of requests in the system. Finally, the last property analyzes the model to determine the percentage of time that all web servers in the system will be down simultaneously.\(^7\)

For each of the properties discussed above PRISM provides feedback in the form shown in Figure 6. This figure shows the results of the analysis used to determine the average number of requests assigned to a web server in the system. The output identifies that the specified property was verified on the model with the maximum number of requests per web server set to 3, the request arrival rate set to 10, and the rate at which web servers process a request set to 5. Using these parameters, the average number of requests assigned to a web server was found to be approximately 2.59.

\(^7\)Section 10.4 of the Appendix provides a more complete range of the properties that can be specified.
This indicates that for the majority of the time, each web server has 3 requests assigned to it, the maximum number possible. We can therefore conclude that the arrival rate is overwhelming the available web servers. This problem may be the result of a number of factors, including the fact that the load balancer does not have a sufficient number of web servers at its disposal, the web servers are not able to process requests fast enough, or the requests are simply arriving at too high a rate for the system to handle. Determining which applies, is the job of the architect who, armed with this kind of analysis, can make rational tradeoffs about ways to address such problems.

However, to gain a better understanding of the options available for decreasing the average number of requests assigned to each web server, the architect must understand the effect that each variable has on the other variables and the system as a whole. To gain this understanding, the architect will need to create a graph similar to Figure 7, detailing the effects of varying the web server processing rate and the request arrival rate on the average number of requests assigned to web servers in the system.

Assuming the number of available web servers and the number of requests that each server can handle is fixed, the architect can manipulate the two rates to achieve a desired property in the system. For instance, if the system must ensure that on average less than 2 requests are assigned to a web server, the architect will need to find a way to decrease the request arrival rate to at most 5 requests per time-step, or increase the rate at which web servers process requests to at least 10 requests per time-step.

PRISM facilitates the architect in performing this type of analysis by allowing the architect to run experiments. An experiment is a series of property verifications in which the variables of the model are incremented over a set range. PRISM runs every permutation of the values in the provided ranges and outputs the results in a chart, such as the one shown in Figure 7. PRISM allows the architect to specify the ranges for the variables of the experiment using the form shown in Figure 8.
5 Performance Considerations

One significant concern for this form of architectural analysis is how well it scales to meet the needs of realistic systems. For the purposes of this paper, we have used an extremely simplified web search engine cluster. The question that then needs to be answered is whether or not PRISM is able to model a realistic system. To understand the scalability concerns for PRISM, we used the four properties mentioned above to determine if the model checker is capable of verifying properties on a more complex model.

To gain this understanding, we varied the number of web servers in the model, the maximum number of requests assigned to a web server, and the arrival rate of requests in the system, and verified each property against the model, tracking the amount of time required for PRISM to verify the property. We chose to experiment on these three variables because each has a unique effect on model. Varying the number of web servers affects the number of modules contained in the model. Varying the maximum number of requests assigned to a web server affects the number of states required for the web server module. Varying the arrival rate of requests affects probabilities used to simulate and verify properties against the model. The results of this experiment are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9 points out that PRISM is not capable of handling the scalability required to model a realistic web search engine cluster. The average amount of time required to verify properties against the model increases exponentially with both the number of web servers and the maximum number of requests per web server. An actual web search engine cluster would typically have hundreds of servers and each would service many requests simultaneously. This suggests a
Figure 9: Scalability of PRISM in terms of the number of web servers and requests per web server.

Figure 10: Scalability of PRISM in terms of the request arrival rate.

significant limitation of applying the PRISM model checker to the architectural analysis of complex systems with uncertainty.

On the other hand, we found an exponential decrease in the time required to
verify properties as the arrival rate of requests increased, as shown in Figure 10. This is consistent with our expectations of the model, as cannot handle more than three web servers or three requests per web server. Thus, as the request arrival rate increases the queues will be filled more quickly and the system will reach a steady state in which all queues are full. In turn, the analysis will finish faster because the behavior of the model converges faster.

6 Discussion

As we have indicated above, the modeling language, property specification language, and tool support used in the architectural modeling of systems with uncertainty will have a large influence on the effectiveness of the analysis performed on the model. We feel that many of the features provided by the PRISM probabilistic model checker can be effectively used to capture and analyze such models. The ability to quantitatively specify the probabilities of the events in the system and to perform detailed analysis and experiments based on these probabilities provides the architect with better understanding of their affect on the underlying properties of the system.

While PRISM has proven to be an effective solution to some of the problems faced in attempting to analyze such models, it does have its own set of drawbacks and limitations. As noted above, scalability is a key issue. Even for our simplified example model, we were forced to keep our variables within small ranges to prevent state explosion. This is a serious barrier that will need to be handled in order for this solution to prove useful in industrial settings.

Another limitation imposed by PRISM is the inability to specify the distribution to be used during the simulation of the model. For CTMC models, PRISM uses an exponential distribution to simulate variability in the rates of events. In many cases, the realistic behavior of an event will not be captured by this distribution, inhibiting the accuracy of the model, and in turn the analysis. As shown in [CGS07], the ability to control the probabilistic distributions assigned to events in the system provides meaningful insight into the properties of the system.

The PRISM modeling language was extremely effective in handling variability in the rates and ranges defined for the model, but failed to support variability of the modules or events defined in the model. In our example, we would like to be able to vary the number of web servers with relative ease and to see the resulting effect on the properties of the system. Unfortunately, the constructs provided in the PRISM modeling language force us to hard code this information into the model. A preprocessor is available to allow the architect to specify such variables of the system and automatically generate the model. However, these variables are not accessible from the automated analysis provided by the PRISM model checker, preventing the architect from easily understanding the effects of varying these characteristics of the system.

In PRISM we found an effective means for specifying and analyzing architectural models with uncertainty. A set of limitations was identified in the
approach, but it is our belief that these limitations do not outweigh the significant benefits obtained from modeling and reasoning about architectural models in this way.

7 Related Work

Three areas of existing work are closely related to the research presented in this paper: architectural modeling and analysis, probabilistic verification, and tools for analysis of system qualities.

7.1 Architectural Modeling and Analysis

Over the past decade architectural design has become an accepted component of most software development processes and formal models of software architecture allow for the analysis of system-level behavior. Unfortunately, research has not produced general techniques to model or reason about uncertainty. While there exist examples of architecture-based analyses for specific quality attributes in certain styles (e.g., queuing-theoretic analysis in message-queue systems), these are not generally applicable to the architectural design problem in general.

Some architectural modeling formalisms (such as [AG97a, MEK95]) do, however, support nondeterminism in behavioral specifications in order to achieve a high level of abstraction, and to permit later refinement of behavior. However, such specifications leave uncertainty completely unconstrained, and hence any analyses are unnecessarily conservative. Moreover, they are incapable of answering questions related to the expected outcome of the system-wide behavior, given knowledge about the expected behavior of the components.

7.2 Probabilistic Verification

The last two decades have seen significant development in formal specification languages, logics, and tools for reasoning about probabilistic systems. Specification languages based on probabilistic process algebras (e.g., PEPA [Hil96] and the stochastic π-calculus [Pri95]), probabilistic automata [Seg95], and probabilistic extensions of guarded commands [MM04] make it possible to explicitly associate probabilities with system transitions. Some specification languages also retain standard nondeterministic choice, making it possible to abstract over unknown probabilities. Probabilistic extensions of temporal logics (e.g., PCTL [HJ94], CSL [BKH99], and QPTL [MM04]) have enabled specification of rich properties for such system.

Probabilistic model-checkers (such as Prism [KNP02], MRMC [KKZ05], E-MC2 [HKMKS00], and PEPA Workbench [GH94]) have improved considerably both with respect to their power (as measured by the size of the models they can handle) and expressivity of logics they support. These tools have been successfully used to verify randomized distributed algorithms (e.g., Byzantine
Agreement, and randomized leader election protocols), communication and multimedia protocols (e.g., the Firework contention resolution protocol), security protocols (e.g., probabilistic contract signing), biological processes, etc. Recent work on theorem-proving-based verification of probabilistic systems includes formalization of expectation transformers [MM04] in HOL [HMM05, Cel06] and B [Hoa05].

7.3 Tools for Analysis of System Properties

A large number of special-purpose tools have been developed for analysis of system properties such as reliability, performance, and security. Some of these incorporate uncertainty into their analyses. Typically each of these tools requires its own kind of model. For example, the Mbius suite of tools supports a variety of analyses including reliability, availability, security, and performance based on a multi-model approach [DCC+02]. However, such efforts do not specifically address analysis of software architectures (although many of them could potentially be adapted to architectural models). The advantage of centering analysis on architectural models is that it provides a single locus for design decisions and tradeoffs, as well as providing a high level of abstraction with which to understand complex systems.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we outlined an approach to architectural modeling in which uncertainty appears as a first-class specification mechanism. Such uncertainty goes beyond traditional nondeterminism insofar as it provides quantifiable measures that can be analyzed to determine a wide variety of stochastic properties of a system. The PRISM model checker automates many of the tasks required by this form of analysis and provides an effective means for reasoning about these systems and their behavior.

This work represents a starting point for further research into probabilistic-based architectural specification and analysis. However, to bring this line of research into practice, a number of missing ingredients will need to be investigated.

First, although one can map an architectural model into PRISM as a set of interacting components, where communication is determined by synchronized events (as we have illustrated above), it is not clear how best to model the richer vocabulary of software architecture found in modern architecture description languages [MT00], such as [GMW00, SAE], and standard modeling languages, such as UML [OMG]. In particular, how should one represent connectors, ports, hierarchical descriptions, and variability points? For example, in [AG97b] checking for compatibility between the ports of a component and the expectations of a connector to which it is attached is done via a kind of refinement check. What is the analog in a probabilistic setting?
Second, it is not clear how to specify models of dynamically changing architectures. In many modern systems architectures must adapt their structure based on environmental conditions, faults, or opportunities for run-time optimization. Such systems require a specialized form of analysis and reasoning, not directly supported by the PRISM model checker.

Finally, as noted earlier, finding good ways to manage the tractability of models for model checking is key to scaling the technology to realistic systems.
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10 Appendix

10.1 Full PRISM Model

// Web Sever Cluster

18
// Author: Harrison Strowd

// This model depicts a Web Server Cluster for web searches. It consists of a Master Load Balancing Server (MLBS module), and a set of Web Servers (WSx modules). Search queries are recognized by the Master Load Balancing Server (MLBS), which delegates them to an arbitrary available Web Server (WS). The WS then processes the request and returns the results to the MLBS. In actuality there is a lower level structure that exists below the WS that enables it to handle the query in a timely manner, but for the purposes of this model, we have chosen to abstract that complexity out of the model. This model allows WSs to fail at a specified rate. This model also simulates the repair of WSs that failed.

c tm c
// For the purposes of this model, 1 time unit will equate to 1 second

// -------------------------
// Model Properties
// -------------------------

// The number of web servers at the disposal of the master load balancing server
const int NUM_WS = 3;

// The maximum number of requests that can be queued in any stage (accepted, being serviced, or service completed) of the load balancing server.
const int NUM_MLB_REQ = 8;

// The maximum number of requests that can be queued in any stage (assigned or service completed) of the web server.
const int NUM_REQS_PER_WS = 3;

// -------------------------
// Action Rates
// -------------------------

// The rate at which requests are received by the load balancing server.
// An action with a rate of 50 occurs every .02 seconds
const double GetReq_RATE = 50;

// The rate at which requests will be returned to the user, once
// they have been processed by a WS.
// An action with a rate of 33 occurs every .03 seconds
const int ReturnReq_RATE = 33;

// The rates at which requests are assigned to or returned from
// a WS.
// An action with a rate of 25 occurs every .04 seconds
// An action with a rate of 50 occurs every .02 seconds
const double assignReqtoWS1_RATE = 25;
const double returnReqfromWS1_RATE = 50;

const double assignReqtoWS2_RATE = 25;
const double returnReqfromWS2_RATE = 50;

const double assignReqtoWS3_RATE = 25;
const double returnReqfromWS3_RATE = 50;

// NOTE: The probability of failure and repair are far higher
// than reality, but allow us to see these actions in
// simulation and understand how they effect the properties
// of the model.

// The probability that a WS will fail in any given time unit
// An action with a rate of .01 occurs every 100 seconds
const double wsFailure_RATE = .01;

// The probability that a WS will be repaired at any given time
// unit.
// An action with a rate of .2 occurs every 5 seconds
const double wsRepair_RATE = .2;

// The rates at which the WSs can process a user’s request
// An action with a rate of 5 occurs every .2 seconds
const double WS1ProcessRequest_RATE = 5;
const double WS2ProcessRequest_RATE = 5;
const double WS3ProcessRequest_RATE = 5;

// ------------------------------------------
// The Master Load Balancing Server
// ------------------------------------------
module MLBS

// State keeping track of the WSs
// --------------------------------------------

// Tracks the activity of each of the web servers:
// - a value of 0 indicates that the specified web server is
//   not available
// - a value of 1 indicates that the specified web server is
//   available
ws1IsActive: [0..1] init 1;
ws2IsActive: [0..1] init 1;
ws3IsActive: [0..1] init 1;

// Tracks the number of request that have been assigned to each
// WS. This information is required to ensure that when a WS
// fails the requests that were assigned to it are reassigned
// to an active WS.
ws1Reqs: [0..NUM_REQS_PER_WS] init 0;
ws2Reqs: [0..NUM_REQS_PER_WS] init 0;
ws3Reqs: [0..NUM_REQS_PER_WS] init 0;

// State keeping track of the users' requests
// --------------------------------------------

// Tracks the number of requests that have been submitted to
// the MLBS. The MLBS does not keep track of where a request
// comes from or where it is returned to. In actuality it
// would need to keep track of which users submitted which
// queries, but this is a detail that I have abstracted away
// from this model.
reqs: [0..NUM_MLB_REQ] init 0;

// Tracks the number of requests that have been assigned to web
// servers.
servicing: [0..NUM_MLB_REQ] init 0;

// Tracks the number of requests that have been serviced and
// are waiting to be returned to the user.
serviced: [0..NUM_MLB_REQ] init 0;
// Handling a request

// Gets a search request from the user
[getReq] (reqs < NUM_MLB_REQ) ->
GetReq_RATE: (reqs' = reqs + 1);

// Assigns the user’s request to WS1, if available.
[assignReqtoWS1]
(servicing < NUM_MLB_REQ) &
(reqs > servicing) &
(ws1Reqs < NUM_REQS_PER_WS) &
(ws1IsActive = 1) ->
assignReqtoWS1_RATE : 
(servicing' = servicing + 1) &
(ws1Reqs' = ws1Reqs + 1);

// Gets a user’s request back from WS1 after it has been
// serviced.
[returnReqfromWS1]
(serviced < NUM_MLB_REQ) &
(servicing > serviced) &
(ws1Reqs > 0) &
(ws1IsActive = 1) ->
(serviced' = serviced + 1) &
(ws1Reqs' = ws1Reqs - 1);

// Assigns the user’s request to WS2, if available.
[assignReqtoWS2]
(servicing < NUM_MLB_REQ) &
(reqs > servicing) &
(ws2Reqs < NUM_REQS_PER_WS) &
(ws2IsActive = 1) ->
assignReqtoWS2_RATE :
(servicing' = servicing + 1) &
(ws2Reqs' = ws2Reqs + 1);

// Gets a user’s request back from WS2 after it has been
// serviced.
[returnReqfromWS2]
(serviced < NUM_MLB_REQ) &
(servicing > serviced) &
(ws2Reqs > 0) &
(ws2IsActive = 1) ->
(serviced' = serviced + 1) &
(ws2Reqs' = ws2Reqs - 1);

// Assigns the user’s request to WS3, if available.
[assignReqtoWS3]
(servicing < NUM_MLB_REQ) &
(reqs > servicing) &
(ws3Reqs < NUM_REQS_PER_WS) &
(ws3IsActive = 1) ->
assignReqtoWS3_RATE :
  (servicing' = servicing + 1) &
  (ws3Reqs' = ws3Reqs + 1);

// Gets a user’s request back from WS3 after it has been serviced.
[returnReqfromWS3]
(serviced < NUM_MLB_REQ) &
(servicing > serviced) &
(ws3Reqs > 0) &
(ws3IsActive = 1) ->
(serviced' = serviced + 1) &
(ws3Reqs' = ws3Reqs - 1);

// Returns the results from the search request to the user.
[returnReq]
(reqs > 0) &
(servicing > 0) &
(serviced > 0) ->
ReturnReq_RATE: (serviced' = serviced - 1) &
  (servicing' = servicing - 1) &
  (reqs' = reqs - 1);

// Web Server Failures

// WS1 failure
[ws1failure]
(servicing >= ws1Reqs) &
(ws1IsActive = 1) ->
(reqs' = reqs) &
(servicing' = servicing - ws1Reqs) &
(ws1Reqs' = 0) &
(ws1IsActive' = 0);
// WS2 failure
[ws2failure]
(servicing >= ws2Reqs) &
(ws2IsActive = 1) ->
(reqs’ = reqs) &
(servicing’ = servicing - ws2Reqs) &
(ws2Reqs’ = 0) &
(ws2IsActive’ = 0);

// WS3 failure
[ws3failure]
(servicing >= ws3Reqs) &
(ws3IsActive = 1) ->
(reqs’ = reqs) &
(servicing’ = servicing - ws3Reqs) &
(ws3Reqs’ = 0) &
(ws3IsActive’ = 0);

// ---------------------------------
// Web Server Repairs
// ---------------------------------

// GWS1 repair
[ws1repair]
(ws1IsActive = 0) ->
(ws1IsActive’ = 1);

// GWS2 repair
[ws2repair]
(ws2IsActive = 0) ->
(ws2IsActive’ = 1);

// GWS3 repair
[ws3repair]
(ws3IsActive = 0) ->
(ws3IsActive’ = 1);

endmodule

// ------------------------------------
// A Web Server
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module WS1

// Tracks of the number of requests currently assigned to WS1
ws1NumReqs: [0..NUM_REQS_PER_WS] init 0;

// Tracks of the number of requests that WS1 has finished // servicing, but not yet returned to the MLBS
ws1ReqsServiced: [0..NUM_REQS_PER_WS] init 0;

// Handling a Request
// -------------------------------------

// Assigns a request to WS1. This can only occur if WS1 does // not have the maximum number of requests assigned to it.
[assignReqtoWS1]
\( (ws1NumReqs < NUM_REQS_PER_WS) \rightarrow (ws1NumReqs' = ws1NumReqs + 1) \);

// Signifies WS1 processing a user’s request
[ws1ProcessRequest]
\( (ws1NumReqs > 0) \& (ws1ReqsServiced < ws1NumReqs) \rightarrow \)
WS1ProcessRequest_RATE:
\( (ws1ReqsServiced' = ws1ReqsServiced + 1) \);

// Returns the result for a user’s query to the MLBS
[returnReqfromWS1]
\( (ws1NumReqs > 0) \& (ws1ReqsServiced > 0) \rightarrow \)
returnReqfromWS1_RATE:
\( (ws1NumReqs' = ws1NumReqs - 1) \& (ws1ReqsServiced' = ws1ReqsServiced - 1) \);

// Web Server Failure
// -------------------------------------

// WS1 failure
[ws1failure]
true \rightarrow
wsFailure_RATE: (ws1NumReqs' = 0) \&
(ws1ReqsServiced' = 0);

// ----------------------------------------------------
// Web Server Repair
// ----------------------------------------------------

// WS1 repair
[ws1repair]
  true ->
  wsRepair_RATE : true;
endmodule

// Replicating WS1's module to include more WSs
module WS2 = WS1
[
  ws1NumReqs = ws2NumReqs,
  ws1ReqsServiced = ws2ReqsServiced,
  ws1ProcessRequest = ws2ProcessRequest,
  assignReqtoWS1 = assignReqtoWS2,
  returnReqfromWS1 = returnReqfromWS2,
  returnReqfromWS1_RATE = returnReqfromWS2_RATE,
  ws1failure = ws2failure,
  ws1repair = ws2repair
]
endmodule

module WS3 = WS1
[
  ws1NumReqs = ws3NumReqs,
  ws1ReqsServiced = ws3ReqsServiced,
  ws1ProcessRequest = ws3ProcessRequest,
  assignReqtoWS1 = assignReqtoWS3,
  returnReqfromWS1 = returnReqfromWS3,
  returnReqfromWS1_RATE = returnReqfromWS3_RATE,
  ws1failure = ws3failure,
  ws1repair = ws3repair
]
endmodule

10.2 PRISM Rewards

// Tracks the total time units elapsed
rewards "numTimeUnits"
  true : 1;
endrewards

// Identifies the number of WSs failures that occur in the system
rewards "numWSFailures"
  [ws1failure] true : 1;
  [ws2failure] true : 1;
  [ws3failure] true : 1;
endrewards

// Identifies the total amount of time that any WS is not active
rewards "wsDownTime"
  (ws1IsActive = 0): 1;
  (ws2IsActive = 0): 1;
  (ws3IsActive = 0): 1;
endrewards

// Identifies the amount of time all WSs are down simultaneously
rewards "allWSAreDown"
  (ws1IsActive = 0) &
  (ws2IsActive = 0) &
  (ws3IsActive = 0): 1;
endrewards

// Rewards used for Quality Attribute properties:

// Tracks the number of requests that are currently queued at the
// MLBS
rewards "numReqsQueued"
  (reqs >= (ws1Reqs + ws2Reqs + ws3Reqs)) :
    (reqs - (ws1Reqs + ws2Reqs + ws3Reqs));
endrewards

// Tracks the number of requests that have been assigned to WSs
rewards "numReqsAssigned"
  true : (ws1Reqs + ws2Reqs + ws3Reqs);
endrewards

// Tracks the number of WSs that have a request assigned to them
rewards "numWSsWorking"
  (ws1Reqs > 0) : 1;
  (ws2Reqs > 0) : 1;
  (ws3Reqs > 0) : 1;
endrewards
// Tracks the total amount of time that all requests have spent
// in the system
rewards "totTimeForAllReqs"
    true : reqs + servicing + serviced;
endrewards

// Tracks the total number of requests that have been successfully
// serviced by the system
rewards "numReturnedReqs"
    [returnReq] true : 1;
endrewards

10.3 PRISM Properties

label "NoActiveWSs" =
    (ws1IsActive = 0) &
    (ws2IsActive = 0) &
    (ws3IsActive = 0);
label "UnevenLoad" =
    ((ws1Reqs > 1) & ((ws2Reqs = 0) | (ws3Reqs = 0))) |
    ((ws2Reqs > 1) & ((ws1Reqs = 0) | (ws3Reqs = 0))) |
    ((ws3Reqs > 1) & ((ws1Reqs = 0) | (ws2Reqs = 0)));

// In the long run, what is the probability that at least 80% of
// the servers are up?
S=? [((ws1IsActive + ws2IsActive + ws3IsActive) / NUM_WS > .8)]

// In the long run, what is the probability that all WSs are down?
S=? [ "NoActiveWSs" ]

// In the long run, what is the average number of requests that
// are waiting to be
// assigned to a WS?
R("numReqsQueued")=? [ S ]

// In the long run, what is the average number of requests that
// are assigned to a WS?
R("numReqsAssigned")=? [ S ]

// In the long run, what is the average number of WSs that are
// servicing a request? (This would vary from the number of
// requests if each WS could service more than one request at a
// time.)
R("numWSsWorking")=? [ S ]

// In the long run, what is the probability that the MLBS’s
// request queue is full?
S=? [ reqs = NUM_MLB_REQ ]

// In the long run, what is the probability that one server has
// more than 1 request while another server has 0 requests?
S=? [ "UnevenLoad" ]

// What is the average time required to process a single request?
(R("totTimeForAllReqs")=? [ S ]) / (R("numReturnedReqs")=? [ S ])

10.4 PRISM Example Property Analogies

The following are the sample PRISM properties found on the PRISM website and their analogs in terms of the Web Server example:

---

8The full explanation of the sample properties can be found at http://www.prismmodelchecker.org/manual/PropertySpecification/Introduction.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRISM Example:</th>
<th>Google Web Server analog:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P \geq 1 ) [ F terminate ]</td>
<td>( P \geq 1 ) [ F “allWSAreDown”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The algorithm eventually terminates successfully with probability 1</td>
<td>Eventually all WSs in the system will be down simultaneously with probability 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“init” ( \Rightarrow ) ( P &lt; 0.1 ) [ F ( \leq 100 ) num_errors ( &gt; 5 ) ]</td>
<td>“ws1Down” ( \Rightarrow ) ( P &gt; 0.85 ) [ F ( \leq 20 ) ws1IsActive=1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From an initial state, the probability that more than 5 errors occur within the first 100 time units is less than 0.1</td>
<td>From the state in which WS1 is down, the probability that it will be repaired within the next 20 time units is greater than .85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“down” ( \Rightarrow ) ( P &gt; 0.75 ) [ !“fail” U[1,2] “up” ]</td>
<td>“ws1HasRequest” ( \Rightarrow ) ( P &gt; 0.7 ) [ !“ws1Down” U[1,5] ws1ReqServiced=1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When a shutdown occurs, the probability of system recovery being completed in between 1 and 2 hours without further failures occurring is greater than 0.75</td>
<td>When WS1 is assigned a query, the probability of it servicing that query in between 1 and 5 time units without failing is greater than .7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S &lt; 0.01 ) [ num_sensors ( &lt; ) min_sensors ]</td>
<td>( S &lt; 0.45 ) [ (ws1NumReqs + ws2NumReqs + ws3NumReqs) ( &gt; 5 ) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the long-run, the probability that an inadequate number of sensors are operational is less than 0.01</td>
<td>In the long run, the probability that at least 5 requests have been assigned to the WSs is greater than .45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P = ? ) [ !“proc2.terminate” U proc1.terminate ]</td>
<td>( P = ? ) [(gws1NumReqs=0) U “ws1Down”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The probability that process 1 terminates before process 2 does</td>
<td>What is the probability that WS1 fails without ever receiving a request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{max} = ? ) [ F ( \leq T ) messages_lost ( &gt; 10 ) ]</td>
<td>( P_{max} = ? ) [ F ( \leq T ) “ws1HasQuery”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The maximum probability that more than 10 messages have been lost by time T</td>
<td>What is the maximum probability that WS1 has been assigned a query by time T (because there is no nondeterminism in our model, this does not provide a different result from ( P ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S = ? ) [ queue_size / max_size ( &gt; 0.75 ) ]</td>
<td>( S = ? ) [(ws1Req + ws2Req + ws3Req) ( \geq 2 )]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The long-run probability that the queue is more than 75% full</td>
<td>What is the long run probability that two or more of the WSs have requests assigned to them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10.5 Mapping of Quality Attributes to PRISM Properties

The following is a more complete mapping of the relevant quality attributes, in terms of the properties to be analyzed about the model, to the PRISM structure.
used to analyze them. For those that are support by PRISM, we have provided the appropriate structure for analyzing them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Attribute</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>PRISM Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability</strong></td>
<td>In the long run, what is the probability that a request will not be serviced?</td>
<td>Depends on the circumstances that result in a request no being serviced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the long run, what is the probability that the MLBS’s request queue is full?</td>
<td>S=? [reqs = NUM_MLB_REQ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How do changes in the rate of requests effect the probability of a request being lost?</td>
<td>Depends on the circumstances that result in a request no being serviced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reliability</strong></td>
<td>In the long run, what is the probability that all WSs are down?</td>
<td>S=? [&quot;NoActiveWSs&quot;]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the long run, what is the probability that at least 80% of the servers are up?</td>
<td>S=? [&quot;NumActiveWSs&quot; / NUM_WS &gt; .8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is the highest rate of WS failure that will not result in more than 1% of the requests being lost?</td>
<td>Depends on what is means for a request to be lost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is the highest rate of WS failure that will not result in all WSs being down more than 1% of the time?</td>
<td>Experiment: Varying wsFailure_RATE and checking [S=? [&quot;NoActiveWSs&quot; ]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong></td>
<td>What is the average time required to process a single request?</td>
<td>(R&quot;totTimeForAllReqs&quot;=? [S ] ) / (R&quot;numReturnedReqs&quot;=? [S ])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the long run, what is the average number of requests that are waiting to be assigned to a WS?</td>
<td>R&quot;numReqsQueued&quot;=? [S ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the long run, what is the average number of requests that are assigned to a WS?</td>
<td>R&quot;numReqsAssigned&quot;=? [S ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the long run, what is the average number of WSs that are servicing a request? (This would vary from the number of requests if each WS could service more than one request at a time.)</td>
<td>R&quot;numWSsWorking&quot;=? [S ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>In the long run, what is the probability that one server has more than 1 request while another server has 0 requests? (This is currently 0.0 because we restrict GWSs to a maximum of 1 requests at a time.)</td>
<td>S=? [“UnevenLoad”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How do changes in the rate of WS failures effect the latency of requests?</td>
<td>Experiment: Varying wsFailure_RATE and checking [(R\text{“totTimeForAllReqs”}=? [ S ]) /(R\text{“numReturnedReqs”}=? [ S ])]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What effect does allowing servers with 0 requests to pull requests away from overloaded servers have on the latency of the system?</td>
<td>This would require an extension to the model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>How many servers would you need to decrease the probability that all WSs are down to below 1%?</td>
<td>Experiment: Varying NUM_WS and checking [S=? [ “NoActiveWSs” ]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is the average amount of power consumed by the system?</td>
<td>Outside of the scope of this model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How do changes in the rate of requests effect the amount of power consumed by the system?</td>
<td>Outside of the scope of this model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>What is the maximum rate of requests the system can handle while keeping the average latency below 1 second?</td>
<td>Experiment: Varying GetReq_RATE and checking [(R\text{“totTimeForAllReqs”}=? [ S ]) /(R\text{“numReturnedReqs”}=? [ S ])]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is the maximum rate of requests the system can handle without resulting in more than 1% of the requests being lost?</td>
<td>Depends on what is means for a request to be lost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>